Apologetics Through Uncommon Research
The Case for Christ: A Journalist's Personal Investigation of the Evidence for Jesus
Lee Strobel (Author) - (Copyright 1998 / 2016)

Retracing his own spiritual journey from atheism to faith, Lee Strobel, former legal editor of the
Chicago Tribune, cross-examines a dozen experts with doctorates from schools like
Cambridge, Princeton, and Brandeis who are recognized authorities in their own fields.
Strobel challenges them with questions like, How reliable is the New Testament? Does
evidence for Jesus exist outside the Bible? Is there any reason to believe the resurrection was
an actual event?
If you were a journalist, how would you investigate the hottest news story in history? Strobel
probes the life of Jesus Christ by Interviewing 13 of the country's top Christian scholars. He
systematically ferrets out incontestable historical, scientific, and psychiatric evidence to
support the claims of Jesus. Strobel’s tough, point-blank questions read like a captivating,
fast-paced novel. But it’s not fiction. It’s a riveting quest for the truth about history’s most
compelling figure.
This is a unique approach to apologetics!
Note the new edition includes scores of revisions and additions, including updated material on
archaeological and manuscript discoveries, fresh recommendations for further study, and an
interview with the author that tells dramatic stories about the book's impact, provides behindthe-scenes information, and responds to critiques of the book by skeptics. As The Case for
Christ and its ancillary resources approach 10 million copies in print, this updated edition will
prove even more valuable to contemporary readers.

The Case for Faith: A Journalist Investigates the Toughest Objections to Christianity
Lee Strobel (Author) - (Copyright 2000 / 2014)

Was God telling the truth when he said, “You will seek me and find me when you seek me with
all your heart”?
Skeptics of Christianity are everywhere, boldly asking tough questions in order to disprove the
faith. In his #1 bestseller The Case for Christ, Lee Strobel examined the claims of Christ,
reaching the hard-won verdict that Jesus is God’s unique son. In The Case for Faith, Strobel
turns his skills to the most persistent emotional objections to belief―the eight “heart barriers”
to faith. This book is for those who may be feeling attracted to Jesus but who are faced with
difficult questions standing squarely in their path. For Christians, it will deepen their convictions
and give them fresh confidence in discussing Christianity with even their most skeptical
friends.
“Everyone―seekers, doubters, fervent believers―benefits when Lee Strobel hits the road in
search of answers, as he does again in The Case for Faith. In the course of his probing
interviews, some of the toughest intellectual obstacles to faith fall away.”

Jesus on Trial: A Lawyer Affirms the Truth of the Gospel
David Limbaugh (Author) - (Copyright 2014)

In Jesus on Trial, David Limbaugh applies his lifetime of legal experience to a unique new
undertaking: making a case for the gospels as hard evidence of the life and work of Jesus
Christ. Limbaugh, a practicing attorney and former professor of law, approaches the canonical
gospels with the same level of scrutiny he would apply to any legal document and asks all the
necessary questions about the story of Jesus told through Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. His
analysis of the texts becomes profoundly personal as he reflects on his own spiritual and
intellectual odyssey from determined skeptic to devout Christian. Ultimately, Limbaugh
concludes that the words Christians have treasured for centuries stand up to his exhaustive
inquiry—including his examination of historical and religious evidence beyond the gospels—
and thereby affirms Christian faith, spirituality, and tradition.

The True Jesus: Uncovering the Divinity of Christ in the Gospels
David Limbaugh (Author) - (Copyright 2017)

"Who do you say that I am?"
Uttered by Jesus Christ, this profound question has presented an age-old challenge to
believers, skeptics, scholars, and rulers.
In attempting to answer this question, The True Jesus goes straight to the unimpeachable
source: the books of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. Only in the Gospels, says #1 New York
Times bestselling author David Limbaugh, do we come face-to-face with the Son of God,
Whose sublime teachings, miraculous actions, and divine essence leap off every page and into
our hearts.
In this book, Limbaugh combines the four Gospel stories into a unified account (though not, he
humbly admits, a perfect harmony) and guides readers on a faith journey through the Four
Evangelists' testimonies of the life of Jesus Christ. Along the way, Limbaugh shares his
insights on Jesus' words and deeds as well as His unique nature as fully human and fully
divine. In The True Jesus, you will learn:
- Why even the apostles failed to completely understand Jesus' true identity and mission until
after His crucifixion
- The real basis for the rejection of Jesus' message by skeptics in His hometown and
elsewhere
- The historical events preceding Jesus' birth that providentially paved the way for Christianity
- How Jesus' message utterly contradicted modern attempts to portray Him as being nonjudgmental
Limbaugh's passion for the Gospels infuses the pages of The True Jesus, which is both a
primer for new Bible readers and an outstanding guide to the Gospels for long-time believers.
Who really is the true Jesus? Open this book and begin your odyssey toward the answer.

Cold-Case Christianity: A Homicide Detective Investigates the Claims of the Gospels
J. Warner Wallace (Author) - (Copyright 2013)

Written by an L. A. County homicide detective and former atheist, Cold-Case Christianity
examines the claims of the New Testament using the skills and strategies of a hard-toconvince criminal investigator.
Christianity could be defined as a “cold case”: it makes a claim about an event from the distant
past for which there is little forensic evidence. In Cold-Case Christianity, J. Warner Wallace
uses his nationally recognized skills as a homicide detective to look at the evidence and
eyewitnesses behind Christian beliefs. Including gripping stories from his career and the visual
techniques he developed in the courtroom, Wallace uses illustration to examine the powerful
evidence that validates the claims of Christianity.
A unique apologetic that speaks to readers’ intense interest in detective stories, Cold-Case
Christianity inspires readers to have confidence in Christ as it prepares them to articulate the
case for Christianity.

Evidence That Demands a Verdict: Life-Changing Truth for a Skeptical World
Josh McDowell & Sean McDowell (Author) - (Copyright 1999 / 2017)

The modern apologetics classic that started it all is now completely revised and updated—
because the truth of the Bible doesn’t change, but its critics do. With the original Evidence That
Demands a Verdict, bestselling author Josh McDowell gave Christian readers the answers
they needed to defend their faith against the harshest critics and skeptics. Since that time,
Evidence has remained a trusted resource for believers young and old. Bringing historical
documentation and the best modern scholarship to bear on the trustworthiness of the Bible
and its teachings, this extensive volume has encouraged and strengthened millions. Now, with
his son Sean McDowell, Josh McDowell has updated and expanded this classic resource for a
new generation. This is a book that invites readers to bring their doubts and doesn’t shy away
from the tough questions.

Features Include:
• Thoroughly revised and updated from the previous edition
• Now co-authored by Josh McDowell and Sean McDowell
• All-new chapters defending against the latest attacks from Christianity’s critics
• Designed to be a go-to reference for even the toughest questions
• Offers thoughtful responses to the Bible’s most difficult and extraordinary passages
• Expansive defense of Christianity’s core truths, including the resurrection of Jesus Christ

